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Weather 

No major changes to the US forecast this morning.  We’ve 

still got significant precipitation moving through a decent 

chunk of the Corn Belt this week.  Rains will likely start on 

Thurs and will continue into early portions of the 

weekend.  The 5-day QPF attached to the right shows 

where the best rains are due to fall.  Clearly the Northern 

Plains and Southern Plains are least favored for rainfall 

chances.  We should see conditions clear out again early 

next week and the 6-10 day period doesn’t feature a ton 

of rainfall for the middle of the country.  Rainfall chances 

would likely pick up again in the 11-15 day period, but 

details of how this would truly play out are tough to come 

by right now.   Near normal temps expected the next few days before it turns cooler during the 6-10 day period.  

It is then expected that temps should warm up again in the 11-15 day period (likely aiding those better rainfall 

chances). 

 

Crops 

This morning we’ll be taking a quick 

look at quarterly stocks for corn.  

Shown to the right are the Bloomberg 

survey guesses for this week’s 

Quarterly Stocks report.  

 

I’ll just jump right into it and produce 

my estimates below. 

 

 
 

US Corn Quarterly Supply and Demand

11/12 12/13 13/14 14/15 15/16 16/17 17/18 18/19

Stocks (Dec 1) 9,647         8,033         10,453       11,212       11,235     12,383       12,567           11,952           

Dec-Feb

Imports 4                 45               7                  6                 18             12               9                      11                   

Feed & Residual 1,543         1,087         1,459          1,445         1,438       1,523         1,503             1,525

Food/Seed/Ind 1,641         1,430         1,602          1,622         1,652       1,711         1,738             1,650             

Exports 444             161             390             400             341           539             441                 501                 

Total Use 3,627         2,678         3,451          3,468         3,431       3,773         3,683             3,677             

Stocks (Mar 1) 6,023         5,400         7,008          7,750         7,822       8,622         8,892             8,287             

Stocks/Use -Q 166% 202% 203% 223% 228% 229% 241% 225%

Stocks/Use-MYTD 81% 84% 91% 101% 104% 104% 111% 100%

H1 Total Use 7,426         6,424         7,663          7,709         7,542       8,289         8,025             8,291             

 

March 1, 2019 Grains & Soybean Stocks Estimates 

 

Average Trade 
Analyst Estimate 

Range of Trade 
Analysts 

Estimates 
2018 March 1 
USDA Stocks 

Corn 8,317  7,620-8,910 8,892  

Soybeans 2,702  2,159-2,797 2,109  

Wheat 1,551  1,435-1,617 1,495  
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We only have one month of official Census data to work with for the quarter, making imports and exports a little 

bit of a guessing game.  I’m actually inclined to take the under vs. that import number, though obviously that 

makes little difference in the grand scheme of things.  The export number above relies on inspections for 

Jan/Feb, and I’ll admit I’m being a bit generous in my assumptions for Census numbers based on inspections.  FSI 

is largely driven by ethanol grind, and here we at least have two months of official data.  I’m using an estimate 

for Feb ethanol grind based on the EIA numbers we have, though it is worth pointing out that the official corn 

grind has been softer than the EIA numbers would have implied for several months in a row now.  That leaves 

F&R as the main guessing point on today’s report.  That said, as I’ve shown before F&R is loosely correlated to 

total corn production.  Taking the above F&R estimate combined with Q1 “known” F&R would give a MYTD F&R 

use of roughly 3,800 mil bu.  You can see below that this would line up fairly well with last summer’s production 

implication.  So, while not precise, this would imply a F&R estimate for the quarter fairly close to what I’m 

penciling in above. 

 

 
 

I would also point out that corn spreads are not indicating anything massively “off” with either my projection or 

the average guess.  The chart below plots the CH-CZ spread end-Feb close vs. the first half stocks/use (shown in 

the balance sheet).  You can see there is a fairly solid relationship here and with my assumptions as shown 

above you can see the 18/19 spread comes in pretty close to trend.  With the average guess as shown above it 

would come in even a little closer to the trend. 
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So I’m taking a very modest under vs. the average guess on corn stocks, but again I’ll admit I’ve intentionally 

been a bit generous with some of my demand figures so it wouldn’t shock me to see it come in a little higher 

than I’ve penciled in here.  Regardless, I doubt the difference vs. expectations will be large enough to take the 

market’s attention off of acreage on Friday. 

 

Livestock 

Nothing surprising from the weekly cattle/beef 

reports yesterday.  Cash trade last week was fairly 

light, as expected, with formula trade picking up.  

The comprehensive beef report didn’t show 

especially impressive volume in my opinion…very 

average sort of stuff.  Pork prices continue to rally 

sharply as shown to the right.   

 

I was flipping back through some COT charts 

yesterday afternoon and I noticed something that 

I wish I had been smart enough to point out in 

yesterday’s commentary.  The chart below shows 

the gross & net MM positions in lean hogs.  Clearly 

no surprise to see the net MM position reverse 

from a modest short back to positive considering 

the massive price rally we’ve seen over the past 

two weeks.  However, what really stands out to me here is the gross long position.  Despite the price action, 
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we’ve seen the MM gross long position decline during this stretch of time.  That would imply this rally has been 

almost exclusively pushed by short covering.  With the short covering action inevitably slowing (the gross short 

already much smaller now) it will require new longs to propel prices higher.  Do we have a spec community 

interested in owning the highs here?? 

 

 
 

Financials 

We might start to get some better clarity on the Brexit process tomorrow.  Parliament has taken steps to hold a 

series of “indicative” votes on the Brexit process. My understanding is that these votes will simply show what 

commands a majority within Parliament.  These votes are non-binding and ultimately PM May could ignore the 

results.  However, with the clock ticking on the current extension, she might be willing to accept whatever a 

clear majority chooses.  Then again, would the EU accept what Parliament is willing to accept?  The current 

“deadline” for an agreement is now April 12.   

 

Other than ongoing Brexit fireworks, little new to report in overnight activity.  We’re seeing a modest 

bounceback in equity markets overnight, and USTs are fading a bit at the time of writing this morning.  They’ve 

been on a tear lately so no surprise to see a bit of Turnaround Tuesday price action here.  Only secondary 

economic data on tap today.   

 

One headline of potential interest - the Trump administration is filing claims in court that the entirety of the 

Obamacare law is unconstitutional.  This is a minor pivot from prior stances where it sought to find bits and 

pieces of the law unconstitutional.  This would seem to set the stage for healthcare being a bit part of the 2020 

election cycle.   
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Energy 

I thought I’d share some charts from an article posted on the EIA’s website a few days ago.  This first chart sums 

up the article pretty clearly though… 

 

 
 

The EIA notes that during the mid-2000s, when US total and Gulf Coast region crude oil imports were at their 

highest, the Gulf Coast accounted for nearly two-thirds of the national total for imports.  More recently, the Gulf 

Coast imports have declined due to production gains in shale areas of TX and surrounding areas.  Other regions 

such as the Midwest and West Coast have seen their crude oil imports increase.   
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Today’s Calendar (all times Central) 

• Housing Starts – 7:30am 

• Consumer Confidence – 9:00am 

 

Thanks for reading. 

 

David Zelinski 

dzelinski@nesvick.com 

901-766-4684 

Trillian IM: dzelinski@nesvick.com 

Bloomberg IB: dzelinski2@bloomberg.net 

 

DISCLAIMER: 

This communication is a solicitation for entering into derivatives transactions.  It is for clients, affiliates, and 

associates of Nesvick Trading Group, LLC only. The information contained herein has been taken from trade and 

statistical services and other sources we believe are reliable. Opinions expressed reflect judgments at this date 

and are subject to change without notice. These materials represent the opinions and viewpoints of the 

author and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or trading strategies of Nesvick Trading Group LLC and its 

subsidiaries. Nesvick Trading Group, LLC does not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it 

should not be relied upon as such.  

  

Officers, employees, and affiliates of Nesvick Trading Group, LLC may or may not, from time to time, have long 

or short positions in, and buy or sell, the securities and derivatives (for their own account or others), if any, 

referred to in this commentary. 

  

There is risk of loss in trading futures and options and it is not suitable for all investors. PAST RESULTS ARE NOT 

NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RETURNS.   Nesvick Trading Group LLC is not responsible for any 

redistribution of this material by third parties or any trading decision taken by persons not intended to view this 

material.  


